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MET Bhujbal Knowledge City
The MET League of Colleges is a conglomerate of premiere educational institutions, driven by a
single-minded focus on imparting quality education to make students sharp. Established in 1989,
with a mission to redefine the system of education, MET is a professionally managed, multidisciplinary and multi-faceted oasis of knowledge. The grant of the ISO 9001:2008 certification is
an acknowledgement of the institution's capability to deliver professional education that meets the
highest standards of professionalism worldwide.

SAC (Students’ Association of Computer)
SAC – Students’ Association of Computer was an idea, a challenge to create a platform for the
students, by the students and of the students wherein students would come out of the shell to display
their talent, innovation and help them make a cut above the rest.
Established on 25th August 2012, SAC has been creating waves ever since. SAC is committed in
generating, disseminating, and preserving knowledge, and to working with others to bring this
knowledge to bear on the world's great challenges.
SAC in association with CSI Student’s Accredited Wing is dedicated to provide its members with
an education that combines rigorous academic study and the excitement of discovery with the support
and intellectual stimulation of a diverse campus community. We seek to develop in each member of
the SAC the ability and passion to work wisely, creatively, and effectively for the betterment of
humankind.
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Functions
 Generate awareness about technical know-how & updates on the current technical and
nontechnical scenario.
 Conducting various seminars, workshops (in-house faculty as well as industry experts) throughout
the year to enlighten students with the various technologies.
 Hosting mega event “METASTORM” which aims at bringing forward various facets of students’
be it from managing an event, to competing with peers, to marketing oneself in the industry.
 Aggrandize CSR by conducting college level events that aims at helping the less fortunate.

Milestones
 Yearly membership of more than 200 students from Computer Engineering Department.
 Also work with the CSI (Computer Society of India) Nasik Chapter.
 There has been various Technical, Non-Technical, and Cultural Events, workshops, seminars and
CSR activities of which SAC has been an integral part of under the METASTORM event.
 Chief guests include technical experts, business tycoons, dignitaries, socialists, businessmen, high
ranking law enforcement personnel, etc.
 Conducting State level event METASTORM.
 Participation of students from all over Maharashtra.
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ACTIVITIES:
Hack-X-Ploit
A workshop on Ethical Hacking conducted by the eminent Mr. Vidit Baxi (Director, Lucideus Tech
Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi) has been our star event since past two years.
We hosted the workshop on 21-22 Sept 2013. The workshop had huge success with a turnout of over
750+ students from various colleges in Nashik.
The two day workshop emphasized on how hacking is done ethically and also how to secure
ourselves from getting hacked in the virtual world.

Ethical Hacking Workshop by Vidit Baxi
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CSI Events
We are also affiliated with the CSI (Computer Society of India) Nashik Chapter. The events that are
organized under CSI are implemented with the help of SAC members. CSI and SAC go hand in
hand. There has been various workshops, CSR activities of which SAC has been an integral part of.

Apart Session
Industry interaction for students for a hands on by the industry experts. Held in the month of
September 2012. This event was exclusively attended by T.E & B.E students. Students’ has gain the
much knowledge about the

APART Speaker Addressing Students
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Teachers’ Day Celebration
Because Teachers are the whole and soul reason of what we are now. SAC takes the responsibility
of conducting Teachers’ Day and making it as grand as possible. We work towards making this day
special, memorable and outside the classroom boundaries experience for Teachers as well as
students.

Celebration of Teachers' Day
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METASTORM
METASTORM is the annual event organized under SAC. SAC, being the independent body of students
coordinated by the enthusiast, inspiring and energetic staff Prof. Tusharsaheb Patil who organize this event
along with many other social initiatives and outreach programs round the year. METASTORM is known for
hosting a variety of events that include competitions, exhibitions, lectures as well as workshops.
Started in 2012 with the aim of providing a platform for the student community to develop and showcase
their technical prowess, it has now grown into Nashik’s largest Technical festival. The activities culminate
in a grand three day festival event in the month of September on the campus of MET BKC, Nashik which
attracts people from all over India, including students, academia, corporates and the general public.
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Inauguration Ceremony

DR. Appu Kuttan (Founder and Chairman of National Education Foundation) with Hon. Shefali
Bhujbal at METASTORM, 2013

Highlights
 State level event, one of the top rated technical event in Nashik.
 Turnout of almost 7000+ students and 500+ faculties from Nashik district creating a unique and
diversified market place.
 Chief guests include technical tycoons, VIPs, dignitaries, socialists, businessmen, law
enforcement etc.
 A Mega State Level event for this city with coverage from all newspapers.
 Hosting workshops by technical magnifico. ( ex : Cyber forensics – Mr. Vidit Baxi )
 Participation of students from all over Maharashtra.
 Sponsored by the best industries in and around Maharashtra.
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Profused: A First technical event introduced by SAC in its first state level event
METASTORM’13. Main aim of organizing this event is to provide students’ platform to showcase
their developer skills to develop the application using various programming languages like C, C++,
Java, C# etc. This event was sponsored by Sofsyst Technologies Nashik and Winjit Technologies,
Nashik judge jointly the director Mr Yogesh Rasal of Sofsyst and Director of Winjit
Technologies, Nashik. This provided students a way to groom their technical skills.

Profused Inauguration with Guest & Staff
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Profused Event at Compute Center Lab

Staff Coordinators & Guests of Profused
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Googled: This is the second technical event hosted first time by SAC during METASTORM’13.
This event named given like this as the main theme was “Surf and Present”. Here students have to
search on google on the given topic within the time limit and also have to prepare presentation on
the same during given time slot only. In next round students have to present the same in front of
judges. This event was got a huge response first time and has set a new benchmark for SAC.

BeRFI: This most important third technical event is also hosted by SAC during
METASTORM’13. This event adheres to principles of mock placement drives. We have organized
this event to provide students a platform where they can test their aptitude knowledge through the
mock placement stages and also can become familiar with the campus recruitment drive process.
This event was sponsored by PT Education Academy Nashik and same conducted and judged
by the eminent personalities of PT Education Academy (A renowned coaching centre for all
competitive exams and campus placement exams).

BeRFI Event Aptitude Round
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BeRFI Event at IOE Seminar Hall

BeRFI Event at IOE Seminar Hall
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BeRFI Event Coordinators at BeRFI Event

Be a Tycoon: This is the fourth technical event hosted by SAC in METASTORM’13. This was
purely based on entrepreneurship and main aim was to provide students a common platform to
showcase the hidden business tycoon in themselves. Here we asked participants to mail their unique
idea and after filtering we called those students only whose ideas was really incredible and we
awarded the same. We got the nice response from management students also.

Face OFF:

This is again the technical quiz event first time hosted by SAC during
METASTORM’13. Where a quiz competition was organized and through various rounds we tasted
the technical knowledge of students. This event has given students opportunity to face the technical
questionnaire to compete with other techies. This event was also got a huge response from various
students from various regions.

WebGeek: This is another technical event hosted first time by SAC during METASTORM’13.
This event has provided students’ a platform to showcase their technical knowledge in building the
user friendly and efficient website. It was mainly website building competition where students’ from
various regions participated and tasted their knowledge in the domain of website building and
hosting. The winners has given rewards in terms of cash and kinds. This event was sponsored by
“UMS Tech Labs Pvt. Ltd. Nashik” whose Director has judged the event.
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WebGeek Inaguration with Guest and Staff

WebGeek Inaguration with Guest and Staff
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WebGeek Event at Computer Center

SnapShooter: This is the first non-technical event hosted by SAC during METASTORM’13.
This was brilliant event to provide the platform for photography lovers. Here we provided the
students’ a common platform to showcase their hidden talent of photography and same was judge
by the brilliant personnel from Canon-delighting you always a brand company of
who has
sponsored this event. Canon people also delivered a small seminar session to groom students in
their photography skills.

ClanWars:

This is the second non-technical event first time hosted by SAC during
“METASTORM’13”. It was again a brilliant platform for the real heroes of virtual world where
students have tasted their computer gaming skills in events like NFS (Need For Speed Most Wanted)
and CS (Counter Strike). We provided participants a grand infrastructure to play and compete with
other expertise in computer gaming. Overall response of this event was overwhelming.

PlayBox: This was another non-technical and basically sports event hosted first time by SAC
during METASTORM’13. Main motto behind organizing this event was to equip students with the
opportunity to test and showcase the real sportsperson in themselves. We got the tremendous
response for this event and student had enjoyed it a lot as we all know sports is almost at heart of
every person and being specific cricket is again at the center of heart of every Indian. This event has
again set a new benchmark for SAC by providing golden opportunities for students who are best in
sports.
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Rangvinayak: This is the next non-technical event hosted by SAC during METASTORM’13
and is basically for Girls students’. Here we provided the Girl student’s mainly the golden
opportunity to showcase their Rangoli and Mehndi drawing talent and also to compete the same with
other expertise. This event has got again huge response from Girls students as well as boys students’.
This event was sponsored by “Adgaonkar Jwellers, Canada Corner Nashik” and judged the
same by them. As a token of reward sponsor also given the brand new gold plated necklaces to
winners.

Contact Us:
Core Committee (2013-14)
We would like to hear from you, do contact us for any further queries, suggestions or for any proposals regarding
new events or activities.

SAC Coordinator
Prof. Tusharsaheb Patil
(saccoordinator@metsac.org )

SAC President
Mr. Roshan Deshmukh
(sacpresident@metsac.org )

SAC Vice-President
Ms. Arsha Haridas
(sacvp@metsac.org)

You could also visit our website: www.metsac.org
Email us: reachforsac@metsac.org
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Our Sponsors:
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